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Jazz-funk is a subgenre of jazz music characterized by a strong back beat (), electrified sounds and an early
prevalence of analog synthesizers.The integration of funk, soul, and R&B music and styles into jazz resulted
in the creation of a genre whose spectrum is quite wide and ranges from strong jazz improvisation to soul,
funk or disco with jazz arrangements, jazz riffs, and jazz solos, and ...
Jazz-funk - Wikipedia
Boogie (sometimes called post-disco) is a rhythm and blues genre of electronic dance music with close ties to
the post-disco style, that first emerged in the United States during the late 1970s to mid-1980s. The sound of
boogie defined by bridging acoustic and electronic musical instruments with emphasis on vocals and
miscellaneous effects later evolved into electro and house music.
Boogie (genre) - Wikipedia
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Artist of the Month Dexter Gordon. One of the outstanding tenor saxophonists in jazz history, and a major
figure in bop known for his heavy doses of swing, Dexter Gordon had such a colorful and eventful life,
including three separate comebacks, that his story would make a great Hollywood movie.
Jazzmessengers
Festival Square. Come down to Festival Square (Albert Square) and experience the very best in
contemporary jazz music. With a 20% of the programme taking place on the Free outdoor stage and a further
40% in the stunning Salon Perdu Spiegeltent mjf is truly accessible to all.
Programme 2018 - Manchester Jazz Festival
O funk [fÃ¢nc] [1] Ã© um gÃªnero musical que se originou nos Estados Unidos quando mÃºsicos
afro-americanos, misturando soul, jazz e rhythm and blues, criaram uma nova forma de mÃºsica rÃ-tmica e
danÃ§ante.O funk tira a Ãªnfase da melodia e da harmonia e traz um groove rÃ-tmico forte de baixo
elÃ©trico e bateria no fundo. MÃºsicas de funk sÃ£o comumente baseadas em poucos acordes apenas ...
Funk â€“ WikipÃ©dia, a enciclopÃ©dia livre
Jazz jam session, if you want to play jazz in a jamming session and you are in one of the following areas then
come along to jam with the jazz band in one of the sessions which are being held in Leigh-on-Sea near
Southend soon.
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